
With some of Australia’s best aerialists, our acts have wowed corporate 
audiences throughout Australia & internationally.

Our beautiful aerialists gracefully move like liquid on apparatus’ from Silk, 
Lyra, Trapeze, Cloud Swing, Aerial Cube and many more.

Visually breathtaking and inspiring to the core our performers will mesmerise 
any audience with their elegant yet daring contortion maneuvers while 

suspended high in the air.

aerial angels



the eclipse...
One of Australia’s only ground based aerial acts!

The Eclipse is a circular truss structure with an aerial ring rigged in the centre that was designed and constructed by Aerial Angels.

It is a unique aerial act as it has been manufactured to sit on the ground, making it perfect for venues with low ceiling heights or no rigging 
points. It rotates 360 degrees so the entire act spins as the performers move.

It is a three or five person act with an aerialist performing from the middle and two other aerialists on the outside performing a mix of 
acrobatic dance and contortion.

The act is completely choreographed and is awe-inspiring in its execution.

Eclipse is available in a variety of themes to suit any event.



TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS
 Ceiling height of 6m /  Footprint of 10m / Stage to be a min. of 5m
 45 minutes to set up and deflate
 Fixed points or weights for tie down (dependant on location)
 Lighting essential & or Projector if necessary
 Power 2 x groups

aerial sphere



Aerial Angels has created a one of a kind aerial apparatus. This unique piece can be rigged directly to an existing point in the ceiling
and have 3 artists performing at once.

Standing alone with all eyes fixed, they perform a completely choreographed routine combining elegant maneuvers & seemingly 
impossible twists & bends.

aerial chandelier



Technical requirements:
 Outer diameter is 2.2m Height is 1.14m on its own
 1 Hour setup required to fill bowl
 Two power points are required for immersion heaters
 Access to tap is required, hot water preferable
 There is an internal power supply for the option of a light in the 

stem under the bowl



A unique and explosive act has landed on our shores... this one-
of-a-kind show is now available for all events.

ARC will showcase mind-blowing lightning bolts that have to be
seen to be believed and will leave a lasting impression on your 

audience...

The ARC Angels have arrived!

electric arc



chair stack act
This unique & original show is guaranteed to leave crowds 

excited and amazed.
From incredible acrobatics to awesome chair balancing and 

outstanding displays of strength and ability, our performer keeps 
the energy flowing with fast track dance beats and entertaining

comedic antics.

Acts can include:

Fire acts ♣ tumbling ♣ audience participation freestyle
acrobatics ♣ hoop diving ♣ wheel dancing ♣ Chinese Pole &

comedy tube



Humorous high energy craziness in a sensational 30 minute show

The colourful and spectacular show “Cirque Va-Voom” will wow your
audience with hilarious antics, high energy comedic routines intertwined 

with plenty of extremely funny audience participation!

From acrobatic stunts to wacky dance numbers, “Cirque Va-Voom” work
together to bring you a stunning 30 minute show that is entertaining and 

amazing at the same time.

cirqueva-voom



contortionists
In spectacular Cirque fashion, our contortionists are bending the bounds of possibility at events around Australia.Standing alone with all eyes fixed, they perform a completely choreographed routine combining elegant maneuvers & 

seemingly impossible twists & bends.

They move with a sensual grace & flexibility, visually spectacular



dancers



aboriginal artists
Our Aboriginal dance troupe is an internationally acclaimed traditional/contemporary Australian 

Aboriginal Performance group, having toured Australia and New Zealand.

Their traditional interpretative dance routines tell stories of dreamtime and can also incorporate 
the didgeridoo.



fire performers
Our elite team of fire performers are renowned 

for their high-impact displays of skill, visual 
excitement and dance combined with the 

energy of fire.

From solo performers to choreographed 6 
person shows, these performers illuminate any 
event with their scorching fire spins & profound 

ability.



freak cirque
This performer is one of the world’s most extreme sword swallowers and 

performer of fair and sideshow stunts. He is known as “The pain proof wonder”, 
“The man with the iron stomach”, and “One of the world’s most bizarre human 

curiosities” He never fails to thrill, shock and amaze his audiences.Not only swallowing a sword all the way to the hilt, but also a glass neon tube, 
powered by 2000volts of electricity that shines so brightly you can see it glow 

red through his skin from the inside.



grindergirl

A stylishly choreographed angle grinder act that
showcases the incredible visual potential of angle
grinding as sparks dance and Tiger Lilly
demonstrates the potential of this awe inspiring
apparatus. Grinding away at the heavy metal
costumery, this talented artist is a femme fatale
not to be messed with...

**Also available as a duo act
Requirements:

• Power: Grinder Girl needs a power source to
operate the grinder

• Regular power point (Australian equivalent)
• A stage area that is at least 3m x 3m in any 

configuration
• A wall behind or at least on one side with no people 

to direct sparks. If on a large stage or dance floor 
with band equipment set up, there must be at least
5m between performer and band equipment.

• Sufficient PA to play show music & operator
• Adequate lighting to enhance the performance. A

spotlight is recommended for the first 2-3 minutes of
the routine until the grinding begins where lights 
should be dimmed to see the full effect of the
sparks.

• Technical rehearsal for performance required.



Watch as up to 3 expert stunt 
motorcyclists risk their lives riding in The 

Globe of Death.

Heart stopping and addictive to 
watch this act will astound your 

audiences and talk about your event 
for years to come!

Call the office to discuss if this act is a 
possibility at your next event...

globe of death



This incredible act will leave all audiences astounded as they watch our 
hand balancer perform amazing feats of balance & precision.

Defying gravity atop a two metre high balance table, he performs 
bends & twists, displaying incredible strength & agility.

We have a select few world class performers that we can call upon for 
this act.

hand balance



Kym & Les have performed their unique Majestic performances all over the world receiving multiple 
standing ovations at their events.

Majestic perform an array of spectacular acts including a beautiful ground Adagio Act, Duo Lyra and 
Straps act. These acts display their passion for each other whilst performing intricate Adagio lifts and 
spins, combining the grace and beauty of classical ballet combing it with acrobatic strength moves.

This act is truly Majestic…

majestic method
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and balance into various dangerous positions including a head to head balance.

This act requires no rigging and suits both indoor and outdoor events, it can be themed for all events.
The performers are character trained have material for all occasions.



soul mystique
Presenting the ancient Russian art of magical high-
speed costume transformations coupled with show 
stopping professional Ballroom and Latin-American 

Dance sport.

They have captivated, mesmerised and 
overwhelmed audiences all over the globe with their 

performances from Australia, UK, USA to Europe.

Quoted as ‘simply extraordinary’ – they never fail to 
mystify, amaze and entertain their audiences.



sway pole
The spectacular Sway Pole will have the audience on the edge of their seats as it sways back and forth

with the skilled performer at the very top in various dangerous positions including the hand balance.This act is easily rigged indoors or outdoors and can be themed for all events.
The performer is well trained and has character material for all occasions.



the perch
A stylishly choreographed perch act that showcases the incredible strength and balance of 

our world renown performers.Watch as our performer climbs to the top of the balance pole and performs mind bending 
feats as her partner holds the perch on his shoulder with ease in a show case of strength

and agility.



This is a high impact tightwire act (2 metres high) performed again in a Blues Brothers style.

Balancing on the tightwire, he performs jumps, skips and dance moves on the tightwire, with a spin around the wire 
and ending with a dramatic somersault onto the floor. The tightwire is a freestanding rig that is 2 metres high.

The space required is 6.5m in length and 5 metres in width. Ceiling height minimum is 4 metres. This does not require any 
rigging points as it is a standalone setup. Setup time is 45 minutes and does require a 30 minute tech run.

low tightwire act
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move through the water and just at the edge with complex patterns and graceful agility.

They combine the power of a boxer, the flexibility of a gymnast, the artistic expression of a ballerina, and 
the aerobic conditioning of a distance runner with synchronisation unseen in any other sport.

Two gorgeous model/acrobats effortlessly float on the water encased in life sized bubbles adding an 
artistic flair to this already breathtaking show!
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